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The athlete should clearly state their name, entered division and which workout is being performed.

The athlete should present the equipment being used as well as the applicable scaling etc. of the equipment

required for the specific workout.

The athlete has to be visible in the frame for the duration of the workout and may not step out of the frame at any

time.

The video must be positioned at an angle and not directly from the side, front or back as the movement needs to

be clearly visible for assessment and review.

A clear timing device should be displayed for the duration of the video during the workout that indicates the start

time, running time and end time of the workout.

All videos may not be edited, cut, or altered in any way as this will result in the video being deemed invalid and

rejected for assessment and review (this includes any filter or lenses applied to the frame).

Apps such as WODProof are recommended for such video submission.
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VIDEO REQUIREMENTS

Download the FREE Last Man Standing Fitness App from your Play Store or iStore.

Create a profile or log in if you already have a profile on the App (remember to add your shirt size)

Once logged in to your profile you can click on the Last Man Standing United series event to register.

Follow the registration prompts to enter your preferred division (Male or Female followed by Beginner,

Intermediate or Elite) and proceed to the payment portal to finalize your registration.

Once you have successfully registered the App will display your registration and automatically add you to the live

Leader Board.
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REGISTRATIONS/DIVISIONS

The Last Man Standing United Series will run for 4 weeks.

Every week one workout will be released for completion.

Workouts will be released every Thursday at 12:00 Midday (CAT).

Score submissions will be open until the following Tuesday at 18:00 (CAT).

Athletes may resubmit their score as many times as they want, up until the deadline.
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WORKOUTS/WOD'S

All scores need to be submitted via the Last Man Standing Fitness App to be reviewed and assessed.

If a score submission is late and past the submission deadline there is no other opportunity to resubmit.

All score submissions need to be made by the Judge who judged the workout and cannot be made by the athlete

him/herself.

All top 10 finishers of each workout for each division in both the Male and Female categories are required to

submit a video of the workout that will be reviewed.  Athletes aiming for a top 10 finish are advised to record all

workouts.

If no video has been submitted and the athlete finished in the top 10 according to the Leader Board the athlete will

not be eligible to officially place within the top 10 of their division.

Video submissions will be assessed and reviewed by a panel of highly experienced CF L1 and L2 trainers.
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LEADERBOARD/REVIEWS

Each athlete will be required to have a Judge present during workouts to evaluate movement standards and submit

their scores.

All Judges need to register a profile on the Last Man Standing Fitness App in order to submit athletes' scores.

Judges are required to strictly evaluate the athletes during the workouts to ensure accurate scoring as well as

creditable movement standards.
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JUDGING

Each workout will have a scoring opportunity (either the time in which the workout was completed or the total

amount of reps that were completed).

Scores will need to be submitted via the Last Man Standing Fitness App.

Each athlete has their own QR code that can be accessed when going to the "Registered Events" page and selecting

the Last Man Standing United Series event.

The athlete will open this QR code page to provide to the Judge that will be judging the athlete.

The Judge will scan the athlete's QR code that will present the athlete's score card (non-contact judging).

The Judge will then enter the athlete's score upon the completion of the workout for submission.

The athlete's judge will be logged and recorded on the App as well as the athlete's score.
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SCORING


